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In [5] we determined H’(G, V), the first cohomology group of G with 
coefficients in I’, for certain linear groups G over a field IC of characteristic 
two and their standard modules V. Our method was a “formal” one, using 
the representation of W(G, V) as Der(G, V)/Inn(G, Gi), the group of deriva- 
tions (crossed homomorphisms) from G to I, modulo the subgroup of inner 
derivations (principal crossed homomorphisms) from G to V. In this paper we 
use the same method to determine Hr(G, I’) for G = Q[ V), 0*( V) and {in one 
case) Q(V) and for K of odd characteristic or perfect of characteristic two. 
Our results are summarized in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
n -= dim V Q K nyq V), V) W(B “(IQ V) lP(S( V), V) 
-- _-. _- - .- . - -.- ..-. ..- .-._.~_.- 
II- 2m + 1 > 3 nondegenerate perfect K dim-l” .- 
defect 1 characteristic 2 
-.- .-. __ .-. -...-. .__.- _-_ -.. 
n .= 2m > 8 nondegenerate perfect Ob 0 - 
defect 0 characteristic 2 
:1(Q) - m 
n>6 nondegenerate finite 0 0 0” 
defect 0 i/- F, 
_ _ _. ._ -_ __ .-.. -. --- -_ -_ 
n y 4 nondegenerate characteristic 0 0 
defect 0 -i/- 2 
at 4 2 nondegenerate arbitrary 0 0 
defect 0 
a Except when B(V) -= 05(Fe), in which case W(@(V), V) is of K-dimension two. 
b This holds for dim V .: 2m > 2, except when e(V) = d,(- 1, FB), in which case 
W(@( V), V) is of K-dimension one. See [51. 
G Except when K = F, . 
* Research supported in part by XSF Grant No. GP-2118.5. 
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We will assume throughout that V is of finite K-dimension and that Q is a 
nondegenerate quadratic form on V, of index denoted v(Q) or v(V), with 
associated bilinear form B, nondegenerate (i.e., Q of defect 0) unless specified 
otherwise. 0(V) is the orthogonal group defined with respect to Q, &7(V) the 
rotation subgroup of 9(V), and G(V) the commutator subgroup of 0(V). 
We denote by (...) either the subspace of V spanned by ... or the subgroup 
of G generated by .... 
First, we consider some easy special cases. 
THEOREM 1. If  (i) the characteristic of K is odd and the dimension of V is 
even and at least four, or (ii) the dimension of V is two, then =(0+(V), V) is 
trivial. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses of (i), -1 is contained in the center of 
O’(V) [I, p. 1351. Let 6 E Der(U+(V), V); that is 6: O+(V) --+ Y and S(TS) = 
Y%(S) + S( T)for T, SE U+( V). In particular, 6(- 1 . T) =: - lS( T) -f- S( - 1) = 
TS(-1) + S(T) =: S(T. -l), so S(T) = (T - I)[- $S(- l)] for all T E O+(V). 
Hence, 6 is inner. 
I f  (ii) holds, then &(V) is abelian and a similar argument will show that 
every 6 in Der(B+( V), V) is inner. I f  r(V) =- : 1, we may identify 0+(V) with 
(Se = (i $1): 01 E K”} [3, pp. 51, 651. If  O;+(V) is nontrivial, choose p E K*, 
p + 1; then S, - 1 is nonsingular, and for all & E fi+( V), S(S,) = 
(S, - l)[(S, - 1)---i S(S,)]. I f  v(V) = 0, v  is isomorphic as a K-space to an 
extension Kl = K(w) of K, where w is a zero of an irreducible quadratic 
polynomial in K[x]. Q is equivalent to the norm j t : = tt on Kl , where for 
t = a -+ bw E Kl , t == a + b&, C;J the conjugate of w in Kl . O-(V) is then 
identified with the group of left multiplications S, of Kl by elements t E Kl 
of norm one [3, pp. 51, 651. If&(V) is nontrivial, choose S, with Y -+ 1. Then 
S, - 1 is nonsingular and S(S) = (S, - l)[(S, - 1))’ S(S,)] for all 
s, E U’(V). 
We now need a result which is an immediate consequence of several 
lemmas in Tamagawa’s paper [6]. Following Tamagawa, for u a singular 
vector in V, we let H<,, = {T,: w E (u)‘}, where T, E@(V) is completely 
determined by T,z = : --B(w, x)u + z for all z E (u)‘. 
THEOREM 2. Let x, y  E V be a hyperbolic pair of singular vectors. Then 
@(V) = fi((X> Y)W<Lz> , Hw), fi :-(V> =- Q+(<x, Y))(& , Hd, and 
Q(V) -= G&z> , EI,,,), except when K =- F, , dim V = 4 and v(V) = 2. 
Proof. By Lemmas 11 and 12 of [6], we need only show that 
QL, > Hd = (f&o: u E V, u singular>. Arguing as in the proof of 
Lemma 4 of [6], we can show that (HCo, , HCy)) is transitive on the singular 
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lines of V. Since T E 8(V) implies that TH<,> T-l ‘--; HcFu) , it then follows 
that H (U> < (H,,, , lIcl/,) for all singular u E I/, and we are done. 
THEOREM 3. If K isjkite, K + F, , and if dim V >, 6, then H1(@+(V), V) 
is trivial. 
Proof. Let 8 E Der(O ! (V), V). Ch oose a hyperbolic pair x, y  of singular 
vectors in V, and let U = (x, y) l. Let C(T) E c”--(V) have the form C( T)u = u 
for u. E I/’ and C(T)v I= TV for Ed E (x,y), where T E @((x,y)). Write 
S(C(T)) : a(T) + f (T), a(T) E (x, y) and f(T) E U. It follows easily from 
C(TS) = C(T) C(S) and 6(C(TS)) = C(T)S(C(S)) + 6(C(T)) that 
a E DeW+((x, Y>), (2, Y>) and f~ Hom(G((x, y)), U). 
Since the orders of K* and 71 are relatively prime, f must be zero. By 
Theorem 1, a is an inner derivation, so, changing 6 by an inner derivation 
based on a vector in (x, y), we may assume a is zero and so 6(C(T)) = 0 for 
all T E 8 $(x, y)). 
Now H<,, = {T,: u E (x)~} -= {T,: u E U> [6], where 
T,v = -B(u, v)x f v 
for v  E(X)“. and T,y = -Q(u)x $- u + y. Let T, E Hcoj , u E U, and 
write 6(T,) = a(u)x + h(u) + b(u)y, where a(u), b(u) E K and h(u) E U. 
Then TUT,, =- T,, 1u implies 
a(u + v) = a(u) --I- u(v) - B(u, h(v)) - Q(u) b(v), (1) 
h(u + v) = h(u) + h(v) -j- b(v)u, (2) 
and 
b(u + v) == b(u) + b(v), for all u, v  E L’. (3) 
Relation (2) yields b(v)u = b(u)v for all u, v  E U, and so, since dim U > 1, 
h is zero. 
Let S, E 0+( V) have the form S,x = 01x, SJJ = u for all u E U, and 
S,y = CL-ry, 01 E K”. By our first remarks, 6(S,) -- 0, so &T,S;l = TxU 
implies 6( T,,) -= S, 6( T,) and gives the relations 
a(au) = au(u), (4) 
and 
h(m) = h(u), for all u E U, (Y E K*. (53 
By relations (5) and (2), h((m - 1)~) = 0 for all u E U, cy. E K*, and so, 
since K # F, , h is zero. Now, by (1) and (4) a is a linear functional on U, and 
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S(T,) = a(u)% for all T, E H,,, . Similarly, for R, E HCyj , w E U, we find 
that 6(&J = b(w)y, h w ere b is a linear functional on U. It is easy to check 
that, for u singular, T,R, == RUT, , and so ( TU - 1) 8(R,) = (R, - 1) 6( T,), 
from which it follows that b(u) = a( u ) f or all singular u E U. Since dim G > 4 
and K is finite, $-F, , e(U) is irreducible and V(U) > 1 [l, pp. 136, 144; 
2, p. 33; 3, p. 341. Th us, U has a basis of singular vectors, and b = a. We need 
only show that a is zero to conclude that 6 is zero on (HC2. , H,,,), as well as 
on U+((x, y)), and so, ‘by Theorem 1, that 6 is zero. That is, the original 6 
was inner, and Z?(P( I’), V) is trivial. 
Let A(T) E Lo-( I’) have the form A( T)x = x, A( T)y = y and A(T)u = Tu 
for u E U, where T E C; I-( U). Write S(A( T)) = c( T)x + K(T) f d(T)y, with 
c(T), d(T) E K and K(T) E IT. Then A( T)A(S) = A( TS) implies 
c(TS) = c(T) + c(S), d(TS) --. d(T) + d(S), (6) 
and 
k(TS) = Tk(S) + k(T), for all T, S E O+( U). (7) 
If char K = 2, @( 7Y) is simple, so (6) implies c and dare zero. If char K is odd, 
[0+(U): Ker c] = 1 or 2 and [P(U): Ker d] =: 1 or 2. But since K has an 
odd number of elements, c and d are again zero. 
Now A(S)T, = T&(S) (T,, T,, E HCej), which gives A(S + K(S) = 
T&(S) + a(&)~ and, hence, 
a((S -- 1)u) = B(Su, k(S)). (8) 
Since dim U ,> 4 and K is finite, i? contains singular vectors. Choose a E U, 
o singular, and let S E H<,, , <&(C),S# 1.SincedimG7>,4andv(U)>1, 
we can repeat the argument we used to determine S on HCe) and conclude that 
k(S) = /3v, p E K. Let u E (v)’ n U. Then Su = Xv + U, where A = --B(u, w) 
for some w c (v)~ n 0: Now (8) implies a(hv) = B(Xv + u, pv) = 0. But, 
by (4), if h :f- 0, a+) =: Xa(v). So if we can choose w E (v)’ n U such that 
h = -B(u, w) + 0, we can conclude a ‘= 0 as desired. We know (v)~ n U 
is not totally singular. If char K = 2, we can choose a hyperbolic pair u, w 
in (v)-!- n U. If char K is odd, we can choose u = w nonsingular in (v)~ n U. 
So in either case, a is zero, and we are done. 
THEOREM 4. If  H’(&( V), V) is trivial and if O-+(V) is irreducible, then 
H1(O( V), V) is trivial In particular, H1(O( V), V) is trivial if (i) dim V I-: 2, 
or (ii) char K is odd and dim I/ 3 4 is even, or (iii) K is$nite, K + F, , and 
dim V > 6. 
Proof. Let 6 E Der(O( V), V). By hypothesis, the restriction of 6 to 0 i-( I’) 
is inner. Changing 6 by an inner derivation, we may suppose 6 1 0t( I’) is zero. 
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Let T E O-(V). Since 0 ‘( V) is a normal subgroup of G(V), for any S E 0(V), 
ST = TU for some U E &it(Y). Hence S%(T) = 6(T) for all S E G&(V). But 
since C;-(V) is irreducible, 8(T) -: 0 and 6 is zero. 
By Theorems 1 and 3, Hr(B. (V), V) ’ t IS rivial in cases (i), (ii) and (iii). In 
cases (ii) and (iii), Q,(V) is irreducible [l, p. 136; 2, p. 331. In case (i), if 
char K = 2,0?(Y) is irreducible except if u(V) = 1 and K =. F, [2, p. 331. 
In the latter case, fi+-( V) is trivial and G(V) is of order two. A direct computa- 
tion shows that every derivation from G(V) to li is inner. If char K is odd, 
P(V) is irreducible except if K -: F, and V(Y) = 1 [ 1, p. 1271. In the latter 
case, 8(V) is abelian of order 4 and is again easily seen to have no nontrivial 
derivations. 
‘J~IEOREM 5. If dim Y 3 6 and K is finite, #F, OY F, , then 1P(Jrz( V), V) 
is trivial. 
Proof. We remark that if char K -= 2,9(V) :-=: P(V) and there is nothing 
to prove. Let 6 E Der(.Q(V), V). Ch oose x, y E V, a hyperbolic pair of singular 
vectors, and let U = (x, y)‘. Q((x, y)) is abelian and nontrivial and may be 
represented by {(i’ $2): 01 E K*} [l, p. 195; 3, p. 6’71. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3, if S,, E Q(V) has the form S,ZX’ = Gx, Szzy = cz-‘y and SUzu = zc 
for all u E U, we may assume S(SEa) == 0. Again following the proof of 
Theorem 3, for T, E If<%. , u E U, 6(T,,) : a(u)x -4 h(u), a(u) E K, h(u) E 7J’. 
Then since &T, -= T,&g we have 
a(a2u) = &z(u) (4’) 
and 
h(a”u) = h(u), for all CCEIP”, UE I:. (5’) 
By relations (5’) and (2), h must be zero, so 6(Tu) = n(~)x, and by (1) and 
(4’), a is a K*-linear map from U to R. Similarly, for R, E ETCli, zo E t’, we 
find that 6(&J = b(w)y with b K2-linear. As before, b(u) - a(u) for all 
singular u E U, and, since 8(U) is irreducible and V( k’) > 1, we may conclude 
that b -= a. 
Let ,4(S) E Q(V) have the form A(S)x L-- X, A(S)y : = y and A(S)u : Su 
for all u E U, where S E Q(U). Repeating the arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 3, we find that 6(/l(S)) - h(S), k E Dcr(Q(U), li), and from 
A(S)T,, :=: T,,A(S) WC deduce that a(~) == 0 for all singular v E U. Again, 
a is zero and so 6 is zero on El<,) and on f$C?ll . By Theorem 2, 6 is zero, and 
H*(52(V), V) is trivial. 
THEOREM 6. If K is ap.erfectJield~of characteristic two, if the dimension of V 
is odd, and ;fQ is nondegenerate (and hence of defect 1) O’IZ V, then F(L”( V), V) 
is a ane-dimensional K-space unless dim V =. 5 and K = F, , in which case 
N1(O( V), V) is a two-dimensional K-space. 
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Proof. The hypothesis implies V = (x0) @ W, where x0 is non-singular, 
ml Y w) = 0 for all w E W, and B is nondegenerate on W. With respect to 
this decomposition of V, the elements of U(V) have the form A(T) for 
T E Sp( W), with A(T)q, := x0 and A(T)zo = S,(T)w + Tw, where S,(T)w = 
[Q(Tw) + Q(w)]~/” [4, p. 411. Let 6 E Der(o(V), V) and write S(A(T)) = 
b(T)x,, + h(T), where b(T) E K and h(T) E W. Then A( T)A(S) = A(TS) 
implies the relations 
and 
b(T) + b(S) -I- S,(T) h(S) = bCTS) (9) 
Th(S) + h(T) = h(TS), for all T, S E Sp( W). (10) 
Relation (10) shows that h E Der(Sp( W), W). However, we know [S, Theorems 
2.1, 3.3, 4.1, 4.4, and 4.81 that either Hl(Sp(W), W) is trivial (if dim W =: 2 
and K = F,) or HI(Sp(W), W) = (uo) as a K-space (modulo inner deriva- 
tions), where uo: Sp(W) -+ W is defined by 
B@,(T), Tw) = [Q(Tw) -k Q(w)]l/* for all w E W. 
In either case, changing S by an inner derivation based on a vector in W, we 
may suppose that h(T) = Xu,( T) f  or some X E K. Xow we see from (9) that b 
closely resembles the extension to Sp( W) of the Dickson Invariant on 0(W) 
defined in [4, p. 271. Let V’ be the K-space (x,) @ W @ (y) and define Q’ 
on V’ such that the restriction of Q’ to (x0) 0 W is Q, x0 , y  is a hyperbolic 
pair, (x,, , y)-‘- = W and y  is nonsingular. Then an element A of G( V’) fixing 
(x,,) has the form Ax, = x0 , Aw = B(u,( T), Tw)x,, + Tw for all w E W, and 
Ay = 01x, + ~o( T) -1. y, where T E Sp( W) and a: E K, we write A = A( T, a). 
I f  a,: Sp( W) --+ K is defined by aa -_ 01 t3 A(T, a) E S*( V’), then ao 
extends the Dickson Invariant on O(W) and satisfies the relation 
a,(T) + a,(S) + S,(T) uu(S) = uQ(TS). (11) 
IfweletL --h-Au,, then by relations (9) and (1 l), L E Hom(Sp( W), K). 
Sp( W) is simple unless K = F, and dim W = 2 or 4, so, with these possible 
exceptions, L must be zero and b = ha, . In other words, 6(A(T)) = 
X[ao(T)xo + uo(T)], Since uo is not inner on Sp(W) [5, p. 4051, the derivation 
taking A(T) to a,( T)xo + uo( T) is not inner, so with the possible exceptions 
of fi( V) = 0s(Fa) or fJ6(F2), Hr(0( V), V) is a one-dimensional K-space. 
If  8( V) =I: Bs(F,) (so we may assume X = 0), Sp( W) N Cvi; , so eitherL = 6 
is the natural homomorphism from gJ to Ys/G?s N Z, , in which case a direct 
computation shows that the resulting 6 is noninner, or b is trivial. Hence 
EP(Q(V), V) is again a one-dimensional K-space. 
If  G(V) = U,(F,), Sp( W) = Sp,(F,) N Y6, so either L has kernel 6Y6 or 
L. is zero. In the latter case S(A(T)) = X[uo(T)x,, + ug(T)] as before; in the 
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former case, 8(A(T)) = L(T)xs + X[ao(T)x, + uo( T)], with L: Y6 --+ F, 
having kernel GE6 . We check easily that A(T) --+ L(T)xs is not an inner 
derivation, nor, as before, is A(T) -+ a,(T)x, + q,(T). So in this case, 
EP(O( V), I’) is a two-dimensional K-space. 
We have no definitive results for dim V = 3 or 5 and K of odd charac- 
teristic. In at least one case, we know of non-trivial cohomology; we will show 
that P(L2( V), I’) + 0 for V of dimension 3 over K -. : F, . 
Let V’ be the F,-space with basis xi ,..., xj , and let 9TS act on Y’ in the 
usual way. Define a linear functional v on V’ by v,(C +t$ - C oli , and let 
N Ker 9). Let x0 = C xi; then x0 E II and $1 and (x0) are stable for Yr, , 
so ‘Y6 acts (faithfully) on the three-dimensional F,-space V = H/(x,). We 
define a quadratic form Q’ on H by Q’(c ai+) :=; Ciij aiolj; then Q’(+,) z 0 
and Q’ induces a nondegenerate quadratic form Q on V. Za leaves Q invariant 
and so .Y5 may be regarded as a subgroup of O(V), the group of Q on V. 
Comparing orders, we see that 6& and Q(V) are thus identified. A routine 
computation shows that v =I H/(X,,) has no &,-stable complement in 
V,/(xJ. Xow we show that this implies that CT5 --: fz(I/) must admit a 
noninner derivation. 
Let W : Y/(x0) and let jc; =-- x r +- (x0) E W. With respect to the 
decomposition W = Y @ (x1) the elements of CT& have the form A(T) with 
T E Q(V), where A(Z’)@ :: Tii for v E V and A(T)%, -. %I + h(T), h(T) E W. 
(Xote that xi -- x1 E H for all i.) A( T)A(S) = A( TS) implies Z%(S) L- h(T) -= 
h(TS), so h E Der(!G(V), V). Now suppose H’(.Q(V), V) is trivial, so h is an 
inner derivation; say h(T) I=- (2’ - l)ti” , et, E V. Then A(T)(x, - 6”) -=- 
L$ - u0 for all T E !2( V) and (%r - v*) . 1s an &-stable complement for V in W. 
But such a complement cannot exist, hence P(Q(V), V) must be nontrivial. 
Note added in proof. See “Cohomology of Finite Groups of Lie Type. I,” by E. 
Cline, B. Parshall, L. Scott, to appear in I. H. E. S. 
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